The configuration resulting after a collision of gravitational sources in a higher dimensional space with extra dimensions is investigated. Evidence is found that as the energy increases, there is a phase transition in the topology of the black object that is being formed: from the Black Hole to the Black String topology. An intuitive mechanism for the way the transition takes place is being proposed. The transition occurs at a finite value of the energy where an upper and a lower bound is found. Furthermore, at low energies the compact dimension behaves as an extended one while at high energies the extra dimension seems to decouple. Finally, the implications about the GregoryLaflamme instability, the implications to the accelerators as well as holographic implications are being discussed.
We analyze the problem of a black object formation in the presence of compact-extra dimensions in flat backgrounds when shock-waves collide. In particular, we attempt to follow the evolution of the topology [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] of the resulting (black) object as the energy involved in the collision, changes. We also estimate the entropy associated with the corresponding trapped surface in the spirit of [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . For concreteness we consider five extended and one compact dimensions where an analytic shock wave solution in closed form is possible. The literature is rich regarding the investigation of shock-waves in gravity. For instance, in flat spaces they have been studied from [12, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] while for more generalized backgrounds they have been studied in [16, 17, 19, 32, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] .
In this work it is argued that the there exists a finite energy of the shock where the trapped surface and as a consequence the produced Black Hole (BH) that will result immediately after, occupies all of the compact space. At that energy, a phase transition should appear: the localized apparent horizons should cover the compact dimension and merge yielding to a Black-String (BS) transition; that is the system seems to yield to a BH→BS phase transition [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . The energy E where this occurs, in the 5+1 (compact) dimensions that we work, should be found numerically. The analytical investigation of this work, provides the bound 0.8 µ mer ≡ 16πG 6 L 3 E mer 29 = finite, L = 2πR (1) where G 6 and R are the Newton constants in six dimensions and the radius of the compact dimension respectively. The dimensionless parameter µ mer corresponds to the merging energy E mer where the topology transition takes place: the BH covers the whole compact dimension and becomes an (initially non-uniform) BS. The * Email: taliotis@physics.uoc.gr bound of (1) respects the numerical works of [60] [61] [62] for five space-time plus one compact dimensions. A detailed and pedagogical review on these topics is the work [63] which provides additional references while reference [64] examines the problem from a microscopical point of view (see also the related reviews [65, 66] ).
II. SETTING UP THE PROBLEM
Trapped surfaces are created when two shocks collide. The one shock moves along x − and we call it φ + to distinguish it from the second that moves along x + and which we call φ − . In our case the shocks will be taken identical and hence the subscripts will be soon dropped 1 . In terms of metrics before the collision, one then has
A few remarks on φ + of (3) follow:
• It is periodic with respect to the compact dimension θ as should and has θ ↔ −θ symmetry.
• It satisfies
Taking into ac-1 A more complete set of notes on the theory of trapped surfaces may be found in the appendices of [14] . 2 In order to verify it one has to note that the fraction that involves the trigonometric quantities, in the limit where r → 0 results to 2πδ(θ).
T ++ it is deduced that the shock φ + is associated with a pointlike stress-tensor T ++ = E √ 2/Rδ (3) (r)δ(x + )δ(θ) which moves with the speed of light along −x 4 axis.
• It happens that φ + satisfies the Poisson equation of gravity in 3 (non compact) + 1 (compact) dimensions. At large distances r ≫ R it behaves as ∼ 1/r, that is as in Newtons law in 3D. On the other hand, al small distances r ≪ R and assuming that the measurement of the gravitational potential is restricted on some brane with θ = 0 in the spirit of [67] , then (3) behaves as ∼ R/r 2 . This behavior, coincides with the ideas of [68] [69] [70] . However, φ + here will be used in a different context.
• The ordering of limits lim r→0 and lim θ→0 does not commute.
Associated with the shock-wave φ ± in (2), we parametrize (half of the) trapped surface S ± by
where ψ + remains to be determined. The function ψ + satisfies the following differential equation
It is pointed out that (∇ 2 ⊥ )φ ± provides a source term for (∇ 2 ⊥ )ψ ± . The missing ingredient is the boundary conditions and are given by
for some curve C which defines the boundary of the trapped surface and where both, S + and S − end. The produced entropy is then bounded below by the area of the surface obtained by adjoining the two pieces of the trapped surface associated with each of the shocks. It is given by
where the (generalized) curve C defines the boundary of the trapped surface S + and S − which are identical; thus the overall factor of 2. The integral with respect to the non compact direction gives r 3 when considering a headon collision. Typically, θ 1 , θ 2 and r carry the information of the shock φ 3 . The boundary conditions define a curve C r(θ, E) (8) 3 We drop the subscripts +, − from φ's and ψ's from now on. which is explicitly given below, in equation (11) in two extreme limits. Evidently, the dimensionless quantity EG 6 /R 3 sets the high and the low energy limit of the process. The last step would be to (numerically) solve equation (8) for r and integrate for several (but fixed) values of the parameter
In what follows, we will derive analytical results for the two extreme cases of high and low energies.
III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. BH → BS Phase Transition
In this section it is argued that the resulting system covers the whole compact dimension at a finite energy and passes from a BH phase to a BS phase. This is done by analyzing the low and the high energy asymptotics. In the low energy asymptotics we find a trapped horizon with topology 4 D 4 . After the horizon will obtain rapidity dependence 5 , it will presumably evolve to an S 4 horizon (likely to a Schwarzschild BH). At high energies on the other hand, we find D 3 × S 1 to be evolved to S 3 × S 1 ; hence the BH → BS phase transition. These limiting geometries that we find below after the shock-waves collide, agree with the expected behavior in the literature [4] .
The starting point is the general solution to (5) which has the form
and where all the three functions generally depend on the energy E. For the two extreme cases that we are interested, the solutions φ h of the homogeneous degenerate to two (different) constants respectively. In this case, the second (non-linear) boundary condition of (6), becomes
B. Limiting Behaviours I. Low Energy Asymptotics:
The claim is that the choice
and the boundary C : u 2 + θ 2 = 2 4/3 x −2/3 satisfy both of the conditions of (6). Indeed, the second boundary condition for large x yields C : = C x≫1 = −2 7/6 Rx −1/3 and x = 1, 8, 10 2 , 10 3 . The pairs of curves shrink as x increases and soon they merge (third pair of curves for x = 8; low energy limit that results to a BH). Bottom panel:
and x = 0.1, 0.035 (dashed plots), 0.02. The pairs of curves move upwards as x decreases and soon they merge (top pair of curves with x = 0.02; high energy limit that results to a BS).
The (lower) entropy bound may now be found. Using (7) immediately yields
There are two related observations about this result. The first one is that the S prod | x≫1 is independent from the radius of the compact dimension R. The second observation is that the result agrees exactly with the result of Giddings and Eardley [12] for D = 6 extended spacetime dimensions and which states that in D dimensions the trapped entropy is
with Ω D the solid angle. The physics behind this result is that at low energies, the dynamics are not capable to resolve the finiteness of the compact dimension. Therefore, the extra dimension behaves as being (also) extended. In other words, the resulting BH has size much smaller than R. This statement, according to (9) , is consistent with x ≫ 1 and the fact that the final BH will have a small (presumably) Schwarzschild horizon r h ∼ G 6 E/R 2 ≪ R (see [4] ).
II. High Energy Asymptotics: x ≪ 1.
and the boundary C : u = x −1/2 satisfy both of the conditions of (6) . Indeed, the second boundary condition for large x and yields C : x 2 u 4 = 1 while the first one 2 3/2 x −1 Ru + C x = 0 from where one identifies that
The trapped boundary is evidently independent on θ and yields to the BS configuration. This is depicted on the bottom plot of fig. 1 and 2 for several large values of E. The S prod is then trivial to find and yields
The result agrees with the result of [12] , equation (13) , with D = 5 and an effective Newton's constant G 5 = G 6 /L and also the expectations of [4, 71] 6 . The physics behind this result becomes clear once we make the logical hypothesis that the final state will be a Schwarzschild object in the sense that its size (r h ) will increase with the energy and occupy the whole compact dimension. In fact, for high enough energies, it will be true that r h ≫ R and hence R may be neglected and can appear in the expression of the entropy only trivially. Indeed the compact dimension appears as a product space; this is the BS solution. The only trace of the compact dimension is in the effective Newton's constant which changes from G 6 to G 5 ≡ G6 2πR .
IV. POSSIBLE PATHS: BH→BS
The solution φ h = C x =constant (see (5)) yields to two generally distinct families (that are indexed by x) of trapped boundaries. The one family is given by the 6 This work deals with 4 extended and one compact dimensions. curves defined by the first and the other by the second boundary condition of (6). The two families coincide at large x (small E; see top plots of fig. 2 ) and also at small x (large E; see bottom plots of fig. 2 ); only in these two cases the trapped surfaces of fig. 1 are the desired solutions to the boundary value problem defined by equations (5) and (6).
On the other hand, as x decreases, the homogenous solution φ 5 ) and the second boundary condition for φ x h = C x≫1 (see (11) and figs. 3 and 4) as x varies. Although strictly speaking, this is correct only in the two extreme cases, we still may gain some intuition about the transition from BH to BS assuming is valid for all values of x (energies). In both, fig. 4 and fig. 5 the transition from BH→BS is depicted and looks similar: the BH increases in size and merges with the nearby BHs and becomes a BS warping around the compact dimension. In both cases, it seems that there is a singularity on the topology of the trapped horizon which appears as a cusp (see [4] ) at θ = ±π. Certainly, the information we have here is incomplete. It is likely that the truth should lay somewhere between these two possibilities. However, it is notable that in both cases, a cusp on the trapped horizon at the merging point seems to appear.
Regarding the convexity or non-convexity of the trapped surface fig. 5 shows convexity for the intermediate energies and seems to agree with the current intuition in the literature (see for instance fig. 6 in [4] ) about the way the transition to the BS takes place. Fig. 4 on the other hand, shows non-convexity. In fact, after the BS stage, there seem to appear holes inside the surface (see shaded regions in fig. 4 ); most likely due to the image 
FIG. 4:
The curves result from equation (11) . The value of x decreases from the top to the bottom plot. In the top plot, the trapped horizon which is not convex, covers the whole compact dimension because it extends up to values of θ = ±π. Increasing the energy further (two bottom plots), seems to yield to a phase transition: the resulting BH begins to wind the compact dimension changing the topology from D 4 to D 3 × S 1 . This is a non-uniform BS topology. As the energy increases further (x decreases), the curves move upwards ending up to straight lines independent on θ and matching those of fig. 1 (uniform BS configuration) . It is pointed out that the shaded areas consisting of the two (half) ellipses left and right of r = 0 are not a part of the trapped surface. There presence is to shield the image charges (see sec. V ).
charges (see section V). These holes are external to the trapped surface. We argue in the next section that most likely the transition has the (non-convex with holes) form of fig. 4 . 
V. TOWARDS THE TRAPPED BOUNDARY FOR ALL ENERGIES: FINDING φ h
The complete solution, if exists, should respect the r, θ ↔ −θ and θ ↔ 2π + θ symmetries. Thus, the only possible solution for ∇ 2 ⊥ φ h = 0 is φ h = constant which, according to the discussion of the previous section, does not work. Hence, we are forced to relax the condition ∇ 2 ⊥ φ h = 0 to ∇ 2 ⊥ φ h = "image charge", provided that the "charge(s)", lies outside the trapped surface and (also) respects the symmetries. In this case, the only possible solution consistent with the symmetries of the problem has the form
where all the θ i 's should lay outside C.
Two additional conditions are:
(low energies; small trapped surface) and (b) lim u,→∞,x→0
(high energies; large trapped surface). A few remarks about the possible form of the trapped surface follow.
• Let is consider the range θ in [−π, π] and take into account that the image charges are located at r = 0 and θ = ±θ i . As x decreases, the image charges should move to the right (left) if at a given x, the charges are already located right (left) of the r axis. In the extreme limit where x → 0, the sources should move at ±π; that is at θ i → π. For instance, in fig. 3 , the image charges at positive angles should lay (approximately) in the interval θ ∈ (2.25, π).
• Conditions (a) and (b) reproduce the low and the high energy limit behavior.
• Since C x≫1 < 0 and C x≪1 < 0, conditions (a) and (b) imply that a subset of the image charges C i (x) (see (15) ) is possibly negative (a similar situation appears in [12] ); i.e. the images correspond to negative energies. From an electrostatic analogy point of view, this is not a surprise as typically the image charges usually appear with opposite sign.
• Previous point, implies that at small r there will be a repulsive force between the image charges and the actual charge (located left and right of say θ = 0) causing the non-convexity of the trapped surface (see fig. 4 ). At the same time, the image charges located left and right of (say) θ = π, will attract each other (being both negative!). These would create an (external to the trapped surface,) surface. This surface of the image charges isolates them from the the trapped surface once (see top plot of fig. 4 ) the trapped surface reaches the whole compact dimension (see two bottom plots of fig. 4 and in particular the shaded areas). The surface that shields the image charges, is centered at θ = ±π and shrinks to zero (see last plot of fig. 4 ) as the energy tends to infinity.
In other words, according to this scenario, there seem to exist holes inside the Black Holes.
Concluding, we have argued that the topology should qualitatively change as in fig. 4 contrary to the current intuition which is more compatible with fig. 5 . The trapped boundary is certainly continuous but it appears a kink (cusp) at θ = π, r = 0 and at the transition energy, it appears as not convex. The non-convexity is due to the repulsive action of the image charges. Certainly, a more thorough investigation is required to confirm or not our current intuition.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
• In this work, we study the evolution of the topology of the black object that will be formed during a shock-wave collision in the presence of extra dimensions following the Penrose method of trapped surfaces. It is emphasized that this method provides a lower bound on the extend of the actual horizon (apparent horizon). This implies that the black objects that we have studied are at least as large as the Penrose method predicts. Consequently, our conclusions (see below) might apply for lower but certainly not higher energies.
• We find evidence that there will be a transition from the BH to the BS configuration as the energy increases. The transition occurs at a finite energy while the topology, based on our preliminary investigation, seems to exhibit a (cusp) singularity at the transition point. A mechanism of this transition is being proposed (see fig. 4 ). In particular, we argue about the possibility that the non-uniform BS 7 will contain a cavity around θ = π; that is as far as possible from the position of the (localized) energy of the colliding shocks (at r = θ = 0). This cavity surrounds the image charges and shrinks to zero as the energy increases; that is as the non-uniform BS tends to become a uniform BS.
• The entropy 8 of the black object (BS) at high enough energies behaves as if the extra dimensions are absent. In other words the entropy depends only on the extended dimensions in this limit. This agrees with the expectations of [71] 9 .
• A BH is being created at lower energies while a BS is created at higher energies while there exists a merger point at some critical value of the energy corresponding to some x, called x m . According to the two top (coinciding) curves of the lower panel of fig. 2 , x m > 0.02. According to(9)) x m > 0.02
29 is a lower bound for the merging energy (see (1) ). Similarly, using the upper panel of fig. 2 , one observes that x h < 8 is a satisfactory bound where our analysis is (approximately) correct. This provides the higher bound on the energy that corresponds to the BH configuration. For x = x h = 8, equation (9) implies 16G 6 E m /L 3 0.8. These two (crude) bounds are the ones appearing in equation (1) . This result is consistent with [10, [60] [61] [62] [63] 72] .
• On the other hand, according to the GregoryLaflamme (GL) analysis [73] [74] [75] there is an energy E GL where for lower energies, the uniform BS becomes unstable (GL instability). In five extended plus one compact dimensions, the corresponding (defined analogously to (1)) dimensionless parameter µ GL , results to an unstable uniform BS when µ GL 3. We argue that in physical processes 10 this instability might not appear: a black object (BH or BS) will be generally formed through some scattering. Now, according to the present investigation, a uniform BS is being formed for energies that saturate the upper bound of (1) or even higher (µ > 29) . For smaller energies, either a non-uniform BS or a BH is being formed. But this implies that there is no meaning in perturbing a uniform BS at energies (corresponding to) µ GL = 3 or lower as this geometry can never be created (through a scattering) at this low energy; the perturbation of a uniform BS at µ GL = 3 thus seems to be meaningless 11 in this set up.
• The BS configuration obviously is larger and hence S BS > S BH . There is no meaning to compare the two for fixed energies E as they are created and exist for different collision energy 2E.
• Figures 4 and 5 suggest that there exist an intermediate region. This corresponds to a non-uniform BS creation. Once the energy is increased further, it becomes uniform. Hence, the entropy inequalities become S BS > S non un. > S BH .
• Maybe a (Un. BS)→(Non-Un. BS)→(BH) transition is possible after the BS radiates enough energy but not the other way around. This does not contradict the maximum entropy principle as the total entropy, taking into account the entropy carried by the radiation, should increase in a BS→BH process.
• If extra dimensions are present, then the produced entropy bound S trap will generally be different from S trap ∼ ( √ s) 2 ( √ s is the c.m. energy; see (13) ) which applies for the real world, that is for R 1,3 space-time. Equation S trap ∼ ( √ s) 2 applies only in the extreme (high energy) limit where G D E/(R i ) D−3 ≫ 1 for all i = 1, 2, ...D − 4 and hence all the extra dimensions decouple. For lower energies, more extra dimensions will contribute to the energy dependence of S trap and hence to the produced entropy S prod 12 . Hence, if the final entropy in a collision as a function of √ s is estimated, it could yield to information about the presence of extra dimensions [76] . The same reasoning applies to the AdS/CFT calculations which estimate total multiplicities at the LHC [14, [19] [20] [21] [22] . Taking into account that the full string-theory is 10-dimensional as there exists a compact 5-dimensional compact manifold that surrounds the AdS 5 space, implies a possible change in the results of these works depending on the energy range of interest.
• It would be interesting to find the full φ x h even numerically and trace the trajectory of the topology as the energy changes. In fact, the authors of [23, 24] which apply the numerical methods devised in [77] , have already developed techniques that may solve the boundary value problem of finding the trapped surface. Then, with the full (trapped) solution at hand one could investigate the proposals of this work and also search for any possible discontinuities in the thermodynamical quantities. In particular one could search for a third order phase transition in the entropy analogously to [4, 78, 79] . We leave this for a future investigation.
